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…by way of example from the extraction technology. Extraction works process among other things
animal by-products to the two by-products meat and bone meal and animal fats. Among other
things these two intermediates were previously used for feeding. Today the intermediates are
energy sources.

Thus animal fat is used in the production of steam and meat and bone meal is a source of heating for
the manufacture of cement in cement factories.
Apart from the fact that in the whole production area industrial valves such as for example ball valves,
butterfly valves and other types of valves are of course in operation, the "sterilisation" sector raises
special demands.

These include elevated temperatures up to
133°C and highly abrasive products which
impose special requirements on valves. This
is the predestined field of application for
metallic seat valves, special ball segment
valves. Generally metal seat valves are
utilised at high operating temperatures, high
pressures and/or with abrasive media.

In extraction technology the very different solids from the animal by-products (bones, fat, tissue...) pose
a major challenge in their abrasive effect. These starting materials normally wear out the seats
extremely rapidly, stress the whole construction and cause torsion on the stem. A solution for this
problem and similar application areas are metal seat valves, and in the case described, ball segment
valves. The decisive advantage of these valves lies in their construction. The seats are contained and
are not in the direct product stream, but depending on the requirement they can also be spring-loaded,
they are quickly and reliably revised, and the hemispherical system (=segment) permits rapid cleaning
even during the running process. Ball segment valves are always equipped with a counter bearing due

to structural considerations. This construction permits high functional dependability of the valve
particularly for abrasive products and high pressure drops between input and output sides.

As a supplier of a wide range of metal seat valves, Zuercher Technik AG has many years of user
experience in this type of valves. For many years now such ball segment valves have been in
successful operation in the TMF AG in Bazenheid, also including the sterilisation plant. The segment
valves are characterised by their long operating times, high standard of quality and their construction
which permits easy overhauling. Depending on the application purpose eccentric and double eccentric
construction are used or customer and user specific applications are developed jointly with the
designer, the valve manufacturer and the plant operator.

Through major investments in effluent treatment and air cleaning, and also by ensuring perfect hygienic
conditions, TMF has reached an exemplary environmental standard in the past few years.

Thus the emissions in all sectors of TMF AG could be reduced to an absolute minimum. The plant was
already accredited in 1997 with the ISO-14001-Standard.
Industrial valves comprise a significant component in environmental consciousness that is required
everywhere today. "Disposable" valves and similar low qualities go against these coordinated efforts of
the environmentally conscious industry.
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